FP 303
With its high speed the FP 303 floor polisher contributes to perfect polishing results on all floors such as parquet, laminate, cork,
stone, linoleum or PVC.

Order no.

1.056-820.0

Technical data

Equipment

EAN code

4039784195769

Polishing pads

piece(s)

3

Rotational speed

rpm

1000

Filter bag

Paper

Rated input power

W

600

Cable storage



Working width

mm

290



Filter bag capacity

l

4

Textile bag incl. accessory
compartment

Supply voltage

V / Hz

220 – 240 / 50 – 60

Weight without accessories

kg

6.6

Weight incl. packaging

kg

8

Dimensions (L × W × H)

mm

385 × 339 × 1162



Included in the scope of supply.
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■ Optimal polishing results thanks to the high motor speed
■ Ergonomic construction and optimised shape
■ Accessory storage on the device

Cable storage directly on the handle

■ For convenient and effortless cleaning.

■ Easy and tidy storage of the cable using both

cord hooks.

High-quality textile bag, includes
separate accessory compartment
■ For space-saving storage of the polishing pads

provided.
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Ergonomic handle

ACCESSORIES FOR FP 303
1.056-820.0
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Order no.

5
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Description

VACUUM POLISHERS
Polishing pads
Polishing pads (universal)

1 2.863-193.0

3 polishing pads for FP 303 vacuum floor polisher. Ideal for polishing hard surfaces such as
parquet, stone, linoleum, cork, PVC and laminate floors.



Polishing pads for parquet, waxed

2 2.863-196.0

3 polishing pads for FP 303 vacuum floor polisher. Ideal for polishing waxed hard surfaces, e.g.
waxed parquet floors.



Polishing pads for parquet, sealed/laminate

3 2.863-197.0

3 polishing pads for FP 303 vacuum floor polisher. Ideal for polishing sealed hard surfaces such as
sealed parquet, cork and laminate.



Polishing pads for stone/linoleum/PVC

4 2.863-198.0

3 polishing pads for FP 303 vacuum floor polisher. Ideal for polishing matt stone, PVC or linoleum
floors.



5 6.904-128.0

3 replacement paper filter bags for FP 303 vacuum floor polisher.



6 6.295-775.0

For thorough removal of old protective layers and stubborn dirt from stone, linoleum and PVC. For 
best results, use together with Kärcher care agents. Can also be used for normal cleaning of sealed
parquet and cork.
Note: not suitable for unsealed wooden surfaces.

7 6.295-778.0

Optimal care and protection for waxed wooden floors or wooden floors with oil/wax finish. Traces
are removed, the care film is renewed and the floor is left with a silky shine. Notes: leave treated
floors to harden for 24 hours, do not apply water, do not move furniture and do not walk on the
floor wearing shoes. Store in a frost-free place.

8 6.295-777.0

Optimum care and protection for sealed parquet, laminate and cork floors. Traces are removed, the 
care film is renewed and the floor is left with a silky shine. Notes: leave treated floors to harden
for 24 hours, do not apply water, do not move furniture and do not walk on the floor wearing
shoes.

9 6.295-776.0

Optimum care and protection for matt artificial and natural stone floors, linoleum and PVC. Traces
are removed, the care film is renewed and the floor is left with a silky matt shine. Notes: Allow
treated floors to harden for 24 hours, do not apply water, do not move furniture and do not walk
on the floor wearing shoes. Store in a frost-free place.

Filter
Paper filter bag
BASIC CLEANERS
Stone, linoleum, PVC
Basic cleaning agent for hard floors RM 533

FLOOR CARE
Waxed parquet
Floor care for waxed parquet/parquet with oil
or wax finish RM 530



Floor care for sealed parquet/laminate/cork
RM 531

Matte stone, linoleum, PVC
Floor care for matt stone/linoleum/PVC RM
532

 Included in the scope of supply.

 Available accessories.

 Detergents.
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Varnished parquet, laminate

